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Abstract: Recently, automatic guide robot such as vehicle in nursing facilities for elderly people has been developed.
In this paper, we describe a guide knowledge from care worker who can provide flexible guidance with consideration of
supported person’s tiredness, and construct an intelligent guide vehicle based on the knowledge. Then, we perform an
automatic guide simulation for a person who cannot keep walking to the goal because of tiredness. The simulation result
shows that the guide vehicle is able to flexibly guide the person to the goal using rest area.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, autonomous guide robot has been devel-
oped[1]. Guide robots or guide vehicles guide a person to
the goal by leading them instead of human. For example,
they are used to guide elderly people to the goal instead of
care workers in nursing facilities. Elderly people usually
become tired easily. So, it is difficult for them to keep fol-
lowing to the guide vehicle. Care workers flexibly guide
the elderly people to the goal with consideration of their
tiredness. So, the guide vehicle is requested to have the
same function as care workers.

Fuzzy set expresses human vague subjectivity by the
grade from 0.0 to 1.0 and allows machines to handle
the subjectivity[2]. Fuzzy control method is incorpo-
rated human control knowledge by use of fuzzy set[3],
and its effectiveness in the real system was confirmed[4].
Moreover, the fuzzy target based controller to be incor-
porated the knowledge of human driving four-wheeled
vehicle was constructed, and its flexibility for the situa-
tion change was confirmed by a simulation[5][6]. Where,
fuzzy target is composed by some target candidates and
their grades which are from 0.0 to 1.0.

Then, we aim at developing an intelligent controller of
the guide four-wheel vehicle and a intelligent guide ve-
hicle that is able to guide the supported person flexibly
with consideration of his tiredness like a care worker. In
this paper, we construct the guide vehicle, and perform a
guide simulation. And, it is confirmed that the guide ve-
hicle is able to guide a supported person flexibly in con-
sideration of his tiredness by a guide simulation.

2. GUIDE OF CARE WORKER

A care worker always detects obstacles and observes
the locations of goal, sub goal, the supported person, and
himself. The care worker thinks about the target to which
he should lead the supported elderly person, based on
some target candidates like Fig.1. The care worker con-
siders target candidates to approach the goal or sub-goal
and target candidates to approach rest areas. Therefore,
he can lead the supported person to not only goal but also
a rest area.

Moreover, he thinks about the target to which he
should lead the supported person, in consideration of
”Closeness between target candidate and goal (or sub-
goal)” and ”Movement ability of the supported person
after he reached to the sub-goal”. And, the care worker
wants to take the supported person to the goal as early
as possible. So, he thinks, ”A target candidate near goal
(or sub-goal) is good”. At the same time, he considers
the tiredness of the supported person. He observes the
movement speed and deceleration of the supported per-
son, expects the distance which we can walk, and consid-
ers his movement ability after reached the sub-goal. So,
the care worker thinks about target candidate’s goodness
based on the movement ability. At this time, with regard
to the candidate for approaching a rest area, he considers
the supported person have enough ability to walk contin-
uously. Because he considers that tiredness of the sup-
ported person recovers in rest areas.
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Fig. 1 Guide knowledge of Care worker

And, he decides the action which he should take from
some action candidates and the target to which he should
lead the supported person based on some target candidate,
closeness of target candidate and sub-goal and the move-
ment ability of the supported person after he reached to
sub-goal.

As a result, the care worker can flexibly guide the sup-
ported person to goal or rest areas with consideration of
his tiredness.



3. CARE WORKER’S GUIDE
KNOWLEDGE

Based on the care worker’s guidance described above,
his knowledge is discussed in this chapter. A care
worker’s guide knowledge is described on the assumption
that the knowledge is applied to a intelligent controller.

3.1 Detector

The care worker detects obstacles, observe the posi-
tions of the goal, sub-goals, rest areas, the supported per-
son, the present target, and himself. And, he estimates
movement speedv and movement accelerationa of the
supported person. He judges whether they reached the
goal.

3.2 Target Setting

The care worker sets three kinds of target candidates
as follows: Main target candidate, Sub target candidate,
and Rest target candidate. Then, he estimates distanceln
between sub-goal and each target candidate, and calcu-
lates the target candidateTn’s belonging gradeµ1(ln) for
a fuzzy set that shows ”It is near sub-goal.” at Fig.2.
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Fig. 2 Fuzzy set ”It is near sub-goal.”

Then, It estimates distanceW that the supported per-
son can move, based on his movement speed and move-
ment acceleration and the supported person’s movement
speed model which is shown by Fig.3.
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Fig. 3 Supported person’s movement speed model

And, he estimates distanceD between the sub-goal
and the supported person. After that, he estimates his
movement abilityF after he reaches sub-goal, which is
calculated by equation1.

F =

{
W−D
W (if W −D > 0)

0 (otherwise)
(1)

He considers thet each target candidate’s goodness
µft(Tn) is minimum value ofµ1(Tn) andF . It is cal-
culated by equation3.

µft(Tn) = min
(
µ1(Tn), F

)
, (2)

where n=1...N, N is number of target candidates.
However, with regard to rest target, he think of its

goodnessµft(Tn) consideringF is 1.0. Here, we define
the set of target candidates and their goodness as ”Fuzzy
guide target”. Its example is shown by Fig.4.
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Fig. 4 Fuzzy guide target

3.3 Automatic Driving
Automatic driving knowledge is extracted based on the

care worker’s action decision and considered based on
paper[6].

He decides the target to which he should lead the sup-
ported person and action which he should take, based on
fuzzy guide target. Where, ”action” means ”movement”.
He considers some action candidatesCm to each target
candidateTn. And, he pairs each action candidate with
its target candidate. Then, he predict the future state of
himself when he executed the action candidate. He con-
siders the future state’s belonging grades for fuzzy sets
that show ”It is far from the obstacles” and ”Its location
deviation from sub-goal is small”. And, he considers that
operation candidate’s goodness is minimum value in two
belonging grade. After that, he estimates that the mini-
mum value of target candidate’s goodness and operation
candidate’s goodness. And, he considers the minimum
value is the evaluation value of the pair. He considers the
evaluation value of each pair. Then, he decides the pair
with the highest evaluation values. Finally, he excuses
the action of the pair for the target of the pair.

When ”action” is replaced ”operation”, an intelligent
controller based on fuzzy guide target is constructed like
Fig5.

4. AUTOMATIC GUIDE PROBLEM

Automatic guide condition map is shown by Fig.6
Details of the condition are showed as follows.
Map:40m× 40m
Vehicle initial state:{x, y, θ} = {−16.5,−17.5, 0}
Goal:{−18, 17.5, π}
Sub-goal1:ST1 = {17,−17.5, 0}
Sub-goal2:ST2 = {17.5, 17, 0.5π}
Sub-goal3:ST3 = {−18, 17.5, π}
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Fig. 5 Intelligent Controller based on fuzzy guide target
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Fig. 6 Simulation Condition

Rest target1:RT1 = {1,−16, 0}
Rest target2:RT2 = {16, 1, 0.5π}
Rest target3:RT3 = {−1, 16, π}
Rest area:(−3 ≤ x ≤ 1) ∩ (−16.5 ≤ y − 12.5)

(12.5 ≤ x ≤ 16.5) ∩ (−3 ≤ y ≤ 1)
(−1 ≤ x ≤ 3) ∩ (12.5 ≤ y ≤ 16.5)

Locations of the guide vehicle and the supported per-
son can be observed. Locations of the obstacles up to
7meters in surroundings can be observed.

Inputs to the guide vehicle are information of goal and
sub-goal, rest target, state of guide vehicle and locations
of obstacles and the supported person.

5. INTELLIGENT GUIDE VEHICLE
CONFIGURATION

Locations of obstacles and the supported person, in-
formation of goal, sub-goal, rest area, state of guide vehi-
cle are input to an Inteligent Guide Vehicle. Information
of numberi sub-goalSTi is defined of x-cordinate, y-
cordinate and direction, and information of numberj rest
areaRTj is defined of x-cordinate, y-cordinate and direc-

tion as follows,

STi = {STxi, Styi, STsi}, (3)

wherei = 1...3,

RTj = {RTxj , RTyj , RTsj}, (4)

wherej = 1...3.
It guides the supported person to the goal by it leading

him. It is composed of four modules, which are Detec-
tor Part, Target Setting Part, Automatic Driving Part, and
vehicle. The outline is shown by Fig.7.
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Fig. 7 Outline Of Intelligent Guide Vehicle

5.1 Detector Part
Information of the goal, sub-goals, rest areas, present

target, locations of obstacles and the supported person,
and present state of vehicle are input to Detector Part.
This part judges whether it arrived at goal or sub-goals.
It writes down the location of the obstacle in the map.
It writes down the location of the person who is sup-
ported in the map. And, it calculates movement speed
v and movement accelerationa of the supported person.
Then, it outputs the renewed map, the information of next
sub-goal and rest target, the supported person’s location,
speedv and accelerationa.

5.2 Target Setting Part
The information of next sub-goal and the rest area, the

supported person’s location, speedv and accelerationa
are input to Target Setting Part. In this paper, by use
of information ofSTi andRTj , Target Setting Part sets
three kind four target candidatesTn(n = 1...4) as fol-
lows: Main target candidateT1 is set as

T1 = {STxi, STyi, STsi, STv}. (5)

Sub target candidate T2 and T3 are set as,

T2 = {STxi − cos(STs),
STyi + sin(STsi), STsi, STv},

(6)

T3 = {STxi + cos(STsi),
STyi − sin(STsi), STsi, STv}.

(7)

Rest target candidateT4 are set as,

T4 = {RTxj , RTyj , RTsj , RTv}. (8)



Where,STv is set to” + 1” if the guide vehicle is lo-
cated posterior toSTi, otherwiseSTv is set to” − 1”.
And,RTv is set to” + 1” if the guide vehicle is located
posterior toRTi, otherwiseRTv is set to”− 1”.

And, this part calculates distanceD between target
candidateTn and sub-goalSTi. Then, it calculates its be-
longing gradeµ(Tn) for a fuzzy set that shows ”It is near
sub-goal”. The membership function of the fuzzy set is
shown by Fig.8. Then, it calculates distanceW which
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Fig. 8 fuzzy set ”it is near sub-goal”

the supported person can move by use ofv, a and the
supported person’s moving speed model. Next, it calcu-
lates distanceD between present location(xuser, yuser)
of the supported person and the location of sub-goal
(STxi, STyi). After that, it calculates his movement
ability F after he reaches subgoal by the equation1. And,
it calculates the goodness of target candidateµft(Tn) by
equation1. It calculates goodness of each target candi-
date. Where, with regard to rest target candidate, it cal-
culates the goodness assumingF is always 1.0.

It composes the fuzzy guide target by combining the
target candidates and their goodness. It outputs the fuzzy
guide target to the Automatic Driving Part.

5.3 Automatic Driving Part

Present state of the guide vehicle and the location of
obstacles, and the fuzzy guide target are input to Auto-
matic Driving Part.

In this paper, Automatic Driving Part generates 5 oper-
ation candidates to Main target candidate, 1 operate can-
didate to each Sub target candidate, and 1 operation can-
didate to Rest target candidate. It makes up 8 pairs of
one target candidate and one operation candidateCm =
{ϕm, vm}, whereϕm is steering angle andvm is veloc-
ity of the vehicle, wherevm is decided based on target

candidate’s forth element value. The pairs are

P1 = {T1, C1},
P2 = {T2, C2},
P3 = {T3, C3},
P4 = {T4, C4},
P5 = {T1, C5},
P6 = {T1, C6},
P7 = {T1, C7},
P8 = {T1, C8}.

(9)

It predicts future statesm of vehicle when operation can-
didateCm is executed based on the vehicle model and ve-
hicle’s present state. Then, it calculates the future state’s
belonging gradesµ2(sm) andµ3(sm) for fuzzy sets that
show and ”Future state’s location deviation from target
candidate is small.” and ”Distance between future state
and obstacles is large.”, which are shown by Fig.9 and
Fig.10.
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Fig. 9 fuzzy set ”Future state’s location deviation from
target candidate is small.”
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stacles is large.”

It calculates operation candidate’s goodnessG(Cm)
based on equation10.

G(Cm) = min
(
µ2(sm), µ3(sm)

)
(10)



It calculates the evaluation valueE(Pm) of the pair based
on equation11.

E(Pm) = min
(
µft(Tn), G(Cm)

)
(11)

It calculates the evaluation value of each pair. Then, it de-
cides the pairP ∗ = {T ∗, C∗} with the highest evaluation
valueE∗. After that, it decides the operation candidate
C∗ as the operation instruction and the target candidate
T ∗ as the present target.

It outputs them to Guide vehicle and Detector Part.

5.4 Guide Vehicle

It is input operation instruction(ϕ, v), and runs. It out-
puts actual steer cornerϕr, velocity vr, position (x, y)
and directionθ after it moves.

6. AUTOMATIC GUIDE SIMULATION

6.1 Case A

In this case, it is assumed that the supported person
gets tired easily as follows :

He approaches the location of the guide vehicle at
speed of0.35m/s.

He decelerates at0.005m/s2 in 120 seconds (tired-
ness).

If he enters the area in the rest room, he approaches
the center of the rest room.

He stops for20 seconds when he reached near of the
center of the rest area, and afterward he approached the
guide vehicle again afterwards.

His movement speed recovers to its original value if he
enters the area in the rest area.

6.2 Result Of Case A

Fig.11 shows trajectory of the guide vehicle and the
supported person in the simulation 1.

Fig. 11 Trajectories of the guide vehicle and the sup-
ported person while 0 to 326 sec. in case A

6.3 Case B

In this case, it is assumed that the supported person
doesn’t get tired easily as follows:

He approaches the location of the guide vehicle at
speed of0.35m/s.

He doesn’t decelerate.
When he enters the area in the rest room, he ap-

proaches the center of the rest room.
He stops for20 seconds if he reached near of the center

of the rest area, and afterward he approaches the guide
vehicle again.

6.4 Result Of Case B

Fig.12 shows trajectories of the guide vehicle and the
supported person in the simulation 2.
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Fig. 12 Trajectories of the guide vehicle and the sup-
ported person while 0 to 293 sec. in case B

6.5 Consideration

In the case A, the guide vehicle did not head for the
target which existed in the first rest area, and approached
sub-goal. That is shown by Fig.13(a). The supported per-
son decelerated after passing over the first sub-goal. At
this time, the guide vehicle led the supported person to a
rest area by approaching the rest target candidate as the
target not sub-goal, that is shown by Fig.13(b). The guide
vehicle kept standing at the rest target candidate while the
supported person stopped in the rest area, that is shown
by Fig.13(c). When the supported person started follow-
ing the guide vehicle again, the guide vehicle approach-
ing the next sub-goal. The guide vehicle did not head for
the rest target after it passed over the second sub-goal and
led the supported person to goal by approaching next sub
goal, that is shown by Fig.13(d).

In the case B, the supported person didn’t decelerate.
So, the guide vehicle considered that he was not tired and
the guide vehicle did not head for the target that existed
in rest targets, headed for goal straightly, and led the sup-
ported person to goal.
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(b) 100 to 150 sec.
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(d) 175 to 326 sec.

Fig. 13 Divided trajectories in Case A

Consequently, the simulations showed that the intelli-
gent guide vehicle guided to the supported person to goal
by using rest area in the case A and it guided to the sup-
ported person to goal without using rest area in the case
B. So, it is confirmed the intelligent guide vehicle is able
to guide the supported person to the goal by using the rest
area in consideration of his tiredness.

7. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the guide knowledge of care worker who
guides flexibly in consideration of the supported elderly
person’s tiredness was discussed. Then, an intelligent
guide vehicle that is built of the guide knowledge of care
worker was constructed. And, guides simulations that
handled two models of supported person is performed.
In the simulation case A, it was the supported person gets
tired easily, who cannot keep walking to the goal by tired-
ness. And, in the simulation case B, it was assumed that
the supported person doesn’t get tired easily. By the sim-
ulations, it was showed that the guide vehicle guided the
supported person to the goal by using rest area in the case
A and it guided to the supported person to goal without
using rest area in the case B. As a result, the simulations
showed the intelligent guide vehicle is able to guide flexi-
bly the supported person in consideration of his tiredness.
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